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Abstract—While integrated electronic systems (IESs) are
widely used in military and civilian applications, their security
issues are barely studied. By analyzing the architecture of the
system and the characteristics of bus communication, this paper
proposes an intrusion detection method based on the message
sequence and behavioral rules of subsystems. According to the
bus protocol, messages are divided into periodic and aperiodic
messages. For the previous, we adopt sequence analysis and
propose an algorithm that extract the sequence intelligently to
determine if there are anomalies. For aperiodic messages, we
detect the anomalies by modeling the system behaviors as decision
trees. Through implementing experiments on our simulation
system, we demonstrate that the proposed detection is more
accurate than the existing schemes while incurring both lower
false negative rate and lower false positive rate.
Index Terms—Intrusion detection, Integrated Electronic System, 1553B bus, security

I. I NTRODUCTION
The integrated electronic system (IES) is a resourceconstrained system that integrates the controller and multiple
components. It is a standardized and extensible architecture
that schedules resources across the whole system in an efficient, collaborative manner to improve the resource utilization.
It has been widely used to coordinate the complicated subsystems and payloads in satellites as well as the International
Space Station, civil aircraft, armored vehicles and so on.
As shown in Fig. 1, the IES is a two-tier distributed
architecture. The primary bus is the main communication
bus, which usually adopts the MIL-STD-1553B bus [1], [2],
connecting the central management unit and the subsystems.
Although other high-speed buses have been introduced [3],
[4], the replacement of internal bus would change the whole
architecture of the system. Therefore, the 1553B bus is still
the most widespread used standard for the IES [5]. This paper
uses the 1553B bus as a typical example to illustrate the work
mechanism of the IES and studies intrusion detection for the
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IES. The secondary bus is deployed inside each subsystem
and is responsible for communication between the modules. In
most cases, the IES also establishes a wireless communication
channel with the ground station (GS) through the wireless
access point, which works as a subsystem.
In the past few decades, researches on the IES have been
focusing on its reliability, which guarantees the system can
work properly in extreme physical environments (e.g., desert,
atmosphere, outer space, etc.), while ignoring the information
security. With frequent occurrence of security incidents and
the advance in attack methods [6] such as back-doors [7]
and Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs) [8], [9], the study
on system security has attracted more and more attention.
Moreover, due to the particularity of the working environment
and tasks, once these systems are compromised, more adverse
effects can be caused than other general security incidents.
We classify attacks against the IES into three categories
by the attack target. The first is attacks on the GS, such as
APTs. Attackers can access the IES by controlling the GS,
and then they can obtain information or send instructions [10],
[11]. There already exist many security solutions that protect
the GS [7], [8], so our work does not specifically consider
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GS security. The second is attacks against the communication channels. Because the IES generally performs specialpurpose tasks, a dedicated link is often used to establish
communication with the GS, which has a high security level.
Therefore, such attacks also are not discussed in this paper.
The third category of attacks comes from the inside modules
of IESs. IES hardware are usually provided by different
vendors, so back-doors designed for malicious purposes or
for management needs may become a logic bomb that will
threaten the information security of the system. There are few
reports of works related to defending against such attacks.
Thus, this paper focuses on protecting the IES from potential internal threats at the primary bus level. Note that although
it is also important to study the security of the subsystem
modules and the secondary bus, the main contribution of this
paper is to protect the security of communication between the
central management unit and subsystems.
There are challenging issues in developing intrusion detection methods for resource-constrained systems like the IES
with 1553B bus, as discussed below:
•

•

Most of IESs’ limited hardware resources are devoted to
ensure its normal operation, and very little are available
for security protection. This brings the issue of how to
reduce the computation and storage cost of a detection
algorithm without sacrificing detection efficiency.
Unlike general resource-constrained systems, bus-based
IESs have their own specific protocols and communication modes. The characteristics of the bus protocol, such
as master-slave communication in 1553B bus, should be
considered while designing intrusion detection scheme,
to make it suitable for the bus system.

We proposes an intrusion detection method based on the
message sequences and behavioral rules of subsystems for
the IES with 1553B bus. According to the characteristics of
the bus protocol, we handle periodic and aperiodic messages
separately. Then experiments are implemented on our own
simulation platform. The results prove that the proposed
method can perform effectively on the IES. Compared with
the method of Stan et al. [5], we also demonstrate that our
method improves the detection accuracy without trading off
false positive rate and false negative rate in the same case of
limited resources. The main works of this paper are as follows:
•

•

•

For periodic messages, we propose an algorithm that can
intelligently extract the message sequence by analyzing
the bus traffic without knowing the details of system and
protocol, which serves as the basis for detecting whether
there are anomalies. And this kind of feature extraction
makes full use of the bus features to save storage.
For aperiodic messages, the detection of anomalies is
performed through the behavior rules of each subsystem.
By parsing the communication data packets, we can
extract system behavioral rules to build decision trees.
We implement a simulation platform based on a real
1553B bus for experiments. The training dataset and test
dataset for evaluating the proposed method are collected

from this simulation platform.
II. BACKGROUND AND R EFERENCE M ODEL
A. A brief introduction to the 1553B bus
The latest version of the 1553B bus, released in 1978,
was designed with little regard for information security, thus
vulnerable to cyber attacks such as denial-of-service (DoS)
attacks that have been studied since 1980 [5], [12]. Although
the designers later stated in the 1553B guide book that more
attention should be paid to protecting the security of the
bus communication [13], there is no more specific guidelines
provided because of military confidentiality requirements. The
1553B bus is still exposed to security attacks.
The 1553B bus is a centralized time-division serial bus
that adopts a dual redundant system with two transmission
channels to ensure good fault tolerance. There exist three types
of terminals in the 1553B bus, namely bus controller (BC),
remote terminal (RT), and bus monitor (BM). The communication between the BC and a RT is master-slave communication,
which means each session can only be initiated by the BC, and
then RTs respond. The BM is not involved in communication,
but records the traffic. In an IES, the central management unit
usually acts as the BC, and each subsystem connects to the
bus through the interface of each RT.
The communication protocol of 1553B bus defines three
types of communication words: command word, data word,
and status word. A complete communication data in the
bus system is called a message, usually contains all three
communication words and each message starts with a command word. Messages are divided into periodic and aperiodic
messages. Periodic messages are sent at regular intervals (or
time periods), and each periodic message is sent at least once
in a primary time frame (the length of the primary time
frame depends on the longest message time period). Aperiodic
messages are event-driven, because they are triggered by some
critical system states or sent by the GS, so they have no
obvious temporal features. In addition, the number of periodic
messages is much more than aperiodic messages.
B. System Model
1) Reference IES: We consider an IES using the 1553B bus
as our reference model, as shown in Fig. 2. The system has
a BC and a series of subsystems with different functions, and
they communicate through a 1553B bus. BC has the authority
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Fig. 2. Reference model of the IES.
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of BM, that is, it can get all bus messages. We introduce
two general RTs in detail, which are the thermal control
subsystem and the energy management subsystem. Almost all
IESs deploy these two subsystems, such as armored vehicles
and spacecraft. Note that our reference model is designed as a
complete IES, but only take the two representative subsystems
for ease of illustration.
The basic workflow of the BC and RTs strictly follows the
provisions of the 1553B bus protocol. In each time period,
the BC initiates a polling to inquire all RTs in turn, and
then determines whether to send control commands based on
the returned values. Messages containing control commands
are referred to as remote command packet, and messages
containing state values are referred to as telemetry data packet.
In our reference model, the polling period is set as 100
ms, that is the current states of system are inquired every
100 ms by the BC. Taking the thermal control subsystem as
an example, if the temperature value returned by the RT is
below the threshold set by the administrator, the BC needs to
send an instruction (i.e., a remote command packet) to turn
on the heater. Otherwise, an instruction to turn off the heater
will be sent. The process of inquiring the energy management
subsystem is similar to the thermal control subsystem.
2) Trust model: In our reference model, we assume that
only the BC is fully trusted. Because in the 1553B bus system,
the BC has the highest control authority. Once the BC is
compromised, the entire system will fall. Other RTs may have
back-doors or have been compromised. This means that only
the BC will follow the 1553B bus protocol strictly, so that it
will periodically initiate polling and send control commands
based on the statuses of the system. But the RTs may not work
properly or even cause some damage to the system.
3) Threat model: This paper focuses on threats from within
the system. For the threat model, the attack source may be a
compromised RT or a terminal that illegally accesses the bus.
That means there exist two ways for the adversary to launch
attacks. It can manipulate the RT through the back-doors to
perform illegal operations, or act as a terminal to access the
bus without permission through some physical means.
Threats to the IES include integrity attacks, availability
attacks, and confidentiality attacks. But for communications
in IESs are not encrypted, confidentiality attacks are easy
to implement and difficult to defend with intrusion detection
methods, which are not described in detail here.
Integrity attacks can tamper with communication data. Typical integrity attacks include forgery attacks and tampering
attacks. The method proposed in this paper is effective in
detecting such attacks. Here is an example of forgery attacks
to illustrate. A compromised RT may send a message to the
thermal control subsystem every 300ms to turn off the heater,
so that the heater is closed all the time. This will cause the IES
to work at low temperatures, which may damage the system
hardware and hence affect the normal operation of the system.
Availability attacks disable system functionality. DoS attacks can damage availability, which can be classified into bus
DoS and terminal DoS for 1553B bus. The specific method

is to send a large amount of data to occupy the bus or make
RTs busy (such as sending data frequently), so that normal
communication data cannot be transmitted or processed.
4) Design goal: Considering the particularity of the bus
protocol in the IES, the proposed intrusion detection scheme
must make full use of internal communication mechanisms
such as command/response and polling to reduce computation
and storage costs, so as not to overload the system with
limited resources. Therefore, recent deep learning algorithms
for anomaly detection, like DeepLog [14] and many other
solutions [15], are too heavy to be deployed on the IES.
Another important design goal is to maximize detection accuracy. The failures of safety critical IES are unbearable, so
the detection algorithm needs to improve the accuracy rate as
much as possible. At the same time, the false negative rate
and false positive rate should also remain low. Last, due to
the needs of special application scenarios such as armored
vehicles, the specific design of the IES may keep confidential
for security designers. Thus the proposed intrusion detection
scheme should be analyzed and judged based on bus traffic
without understanding the system design.
III. P ROPOSED M ETHOD
We have known that the communication messages consist
of a large number of periodic messages and a few aperiodic
messages, and the aperiodic messages are more difficult to
process because they have no obvious temporal characteristics.
Thus we separate the two types of messages. For periodic
messages, the detection scheme is based on the command
word sequence, which is extracted by the historical bus data.
The extraction algorithm we designed can get the sequence
intelligently in various IES deployments without knowing the
specific designs of the systems. Using this command word
sequence, we can detect the anomaly of periodic messages
without knowing the workflow of the system. As for aperiodic
messages, we propose a method to construct decision trees of
each RT by analyzing the packets in application layer. The
decision trees can describe the behavioral rules of each RT to
predict aperiodic messages.
A. Communication messages
The 1553B protocol specifies that a complete message
comprises with the command words and data words sent by the
BC, and the corresponding status words or data words returned
by the RT. Each message contains at least one command
word, so we only take the command word in messages as
the detection object for lightweight purpose.
In periodic messages, the sequence of periodic command
words is predefined and each word will be sent at least once
in every cycle. While in aperiodic messages, an aperiodic
command word may be triggered by the RT status or sent
by a GS. If it is triggered, the aperiodic command word
will immediately follow a periodic command word so that
its appearance is traceable. But if it is controlled by a GS, this
command word usually does not have identifiable features such
as time or sequence. Therefore, in our solution, such messages

sent by the GS will be identified as abnormal and reported to
the GS for identification.
We build an IES simulation platform (which will be introduced in section IV) and to collect experimental data. The
statistical result of numbers of command words in 200 minutes
is shown in Fig. 3, where Cmd 1 to Cmd 6 are periodic
commands, and Cmd 7 to Cmd 11 are aperiodic commands.
We can see that numbers of periodic command words differs
by one because the last polling was not completed when the
data was collected. While numbers of aperiodic command
words varies and does not show any correlation. In addition,
the total number of aperiodic command words is also much
smaller than that of periodic command words.
B. Feature Definition
In the Markov-based anomaly detection algorithm proposed
by Stan et al. [5], the characteristics of the periodic message
is defined as an 8-tuple, that is (source terminal address,
source sub-address, destination terminal address, destination
sub-address, channel, number of data words, mode code, time
interval). The description of the aperiodic message removes
the “time interval” field from this 8-tuple. The required storage
space for this representation is 137 bits.
In our scheme, we simplify the feature tuple by analyzing
the 1553B protocol. The protocol stipulates that each communication must be initiated by the BC, so the communication
between RTs must be forwarded by the BC. That is, for
the feature tuple of the command word, the source address,
including the source terminal address and the source subaddress, is fixed to the address of the BC. Therefore, we
do not use the source address as the characteristic field, but
only use one bit to indicate whether the command word is
sent or received. The periodic message feature tuple in our
method is defined as a 6-tuple, that is (terminal address, subaddress/mode code, transmission/reception, number of data
words, channel A or B, minimum time interval). The feature
for aperiodic messages is a 5-tuple, that is (terminal address,
sub-address/mode code, send/receive, number of data words,
channel A or B). The details of features are shown in Table I.
It can be seen that the required storage space for our method
is 42 bits, which is only 30% of that in Stan’s scheme.

The periodic messages of the 1553B bus are strictly transmitted according to a predefined sequence of command words.
The key premise of using sequence analysis to detect anomalies is to obtain the complete sequence of periodic command
words, and then detect whether there are anomalies based on
the extracted message sequence.
1) Message sequence extraction: According to the characteristics of periodic messages, we just need to count the number of messages in each interval to find out the polling period.
Then the messages will be reordered by traversing the bus
log. So that we can extract the sequence of periodic messages
through bus logs without knowing the specific design of the
system. This also adapts to system changes. For example, if
any of the RT is added or removed, our extraction method can
also modify the periodic message sequence.
2) Detection phase: It can be checked quickly whether
a new message from the bus is in the order of extracted
sequence. If so, the “time interval” field of the message will
be checked again to detect whether the message is a fake
command word inserted before the normal command word.
Otherwise, the message enters the next detection phase as an
aperiodic message.
D. Detection algorithm for aperiodic messages
Here we mainly detect aperiodic messages triggered by
certain states. For the aperiodic message sent by the GS, we
have already mentioned that it cannot be detected because
it does not have any time and order characteristics. This
type of aperiodic messages will be reported and the system
administrator will determine if there is an exception.
We use the algorithm based on behavioral rules to process
aperiodic messages. The main idea of this method is to find
out the system operations after reaching a certain state. The
first step is to parse the communication packets to get the data
field that represents the state changes of the system. System
behavior decision trees are then built for each application of
subsystems (e.g., the “temperature control” application of the
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1
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8

Numeric

16

Time interval
Total storage

1
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thermal control subsystem) with the system state value before
each aperiodic message as the critical state. This decision trees
can be used to detect whether aperiodic messages appearing
in bus traffic are normal.
1) Parsing packets and feature extraction: In the reference
model, the data words of the application layer are divided
into telemetry data packets and remote command packets.
More specifically, we analyze telemetry data packets to obtain
the states of the system, and combine the analysis of remote
control packets to construct system behavior decision trees.
The two packet formats are different. The next question is
how to extract the required data from them.
a) Telemetry data packets: The detail of telemetry data
packets is shown in Fig. 4(a). The telemetry data packet
usually is a periodic message, which is sent by a RT in
response to the polling message from the BC to obtain the
status of the RT. There are three parts in the packet, that
is, packet header, packet content and checksum for error
controlling.
In most Internet protocols, since the packet size and content
of the application layer can change dynamically, it is usually
necessary to use a complex attack feature vector when employing a machine algorithm for its packet content anomaly
detection. Differently, in the 1553B protocol, since the data
field has a maximum of 32 data words, that is, the data field
has a maximum of 32 features, a simpler algorithm can be
used to detect abnormal data.
By analyzing data fields of the application layer protocol,
we find that the size of the data field is fixed, and only
some of the data words are different in different messages.
Therefore, the telemetry data packets are sorted by different
RTs. The telemetry data of each RT is extracted from a
plurality of aperiodic messages. These data will be arranged
according to the sending time. The contents of packets of
each RT are arranged according to the time period. Using the
packet content variation as the feature values, the next remote
command packet can be predicted.
The feature extraction process for the telemetry data
packet is as follows. Let the periodic messages M1 =
{m11 , m12 , ..., m1n } represent the n messages in the 1st
period. Set Mi = {mi1 , mi2 , ..., min } as the n messages in the
i − th period, where mij = {commandwordij , datawordij ,
statuswordij }, j represents the j − th message in the period.
datawordij = {data1 , data2 , ..., datap }, where 1 6 p 6 32.
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b) Remote command packets: The analysis of the remote
command packet is shown in Fig. 4(b). In an IES, aperiodic
messages usually are remote command packets for controlling
the system. The remote command packet is triggered when the
data field of the telemetry packet exceeds the pre-set threshold. The remote command packet has three fields, including
command identifier, data length and command data (this part
is optional). The command identifier indicates the function of
the command, and its length is 8 bits. The data length indicates
how many bytes of the data of the command. A length of 0
indicates that the instruction has no data. If the data length is
n, the data length is followed by n bytes of data.
One of the RT has a variety of remote commands, and some
of them have command data. We use the feature Tj extracted
above to predict whether the [AP ]j is abnormal. The aperiodic
message j is expressed as [AP ]j = {command, len}, where
the command is a discrete value and len is a continuous value.
The [AP ]j is the unique label of the remote command packet.
When len = 0, [AP ]j = {command}. In order to make the
algorithm more lightweight, the tag of the remote command
packet does not contain command data.
$QDO\VLVRI
FRPPDQGGDWD
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Each datap is 2-byte long. When analyzing the content of
the packet in the periodic message, some of the bytes are
unchanged, and other changed bytes which are continuous
or discrete values. We extract the changed data words in the
telemetry data package to obtain the critical states.
Next, we will introduce how to extract the characteristics of
the j −th periodic message. The j −th periodic message of M
in k periods are extracted to form Sj = {m1j , m2j , ..., mkj }
, and each mkj may trigger an aperiodic message. Let [AP ]j
denote the aperiodic message triggered by periodic message
j. We use rawdataij = {data1 , data2 , ..., datap } as the raw
data of message j in the ith period, where 1 6 i 6 k,
dataq ∈ {f ixed, continuous, discrete}, 1 6 q 6 p.
Only the continuous and discrete data need to be extracted.
Let ODj as the original data of the j − th periodic message, ODj = {rawdata1j , rawdata2j , ..., rawdatakj }. Then
extract continuous and discrete values from ODj , that is
rawdataij − rawdata(i−1)j = {..., N onezero, ..., Zero, ...}.
The data words corresponding to the non-zero values are
extracted as the feature. Finally, the feature of the j − th
periodic message is represented as Tj = {..., datap , ...}, where
datap ∈ {continuous, discrete}.
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Fig. 4. Structure of the two kind of packets in application layer.
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2) Building decision trees and detecting aperiodic messages: In order to intuitively understand the behavioral rules of
each terminal of the bus, we adopt decision trees to represent
the behavioral rule specifications. Taking the application of
the thermal control subsystem, “temperature control”, as an
example, we explain the specific behavior through the trained
decision tree of the subsystem. As shown in Fig. 5, when the
temperature is higher than -17.5 ◦ C, no remote command is
sent. That is, there is no aperiodic message after the periodic
message. In the case where the temperature is lower than or
equal to -17.5 ◦ C, if the heater is on, then a command will
be sent to turn off the heater. That is, an aperiodic message
follows the periodic message. Otherwise, there is no remote
command. In the case where the temperature is lower than
or equal to -19.5 ◦ C, if the heater is on, there is no remote
command; otherwise, a command to turn on the heater is
sent. The decision tree we build has the same behavioral rule
specifications for each RT, so it can also be analyzed by the
designers to verify the behaviors.
Each specific application of RT corresponds to a behavior
specification decision tree. The training process includes two
stages of feature selection and node generation. We choose the
CART (Classification And Regression Tree) algorithm [16] to
select a feature from the training data as the split criterion.
The CART algorithm divides the features of the current data
set according to the Gini coefficient, which is used to measure
the uncertainty of random variables. When the Gini coefficient
is 0, all data in the data set belong to the same category.
Sub-nodes are then recursively generated from top to bottom
according to the features selected by CART. The decision tree
is stopped when no features satisfy the split condition. For the
current application training set s, the Gini coefficient of each
existing feature for this data set is calculated. For each feature
A, take its value a, and divide s into s1 and s2 according to
the sample point when A 6 a is tested as “yes” or “no”, and

X[0] <= -17.5
gini = 0.529
samples = 11
value = [7, 2, 2]
False

True
X[0] <= -19.5
gini = 0.667
samples = 6
value = [2, 2, 2]
True

False

X[1] <= 0.5
gini = 0.444
samples = 3
value = [1, 0, 2]
True
gini = 0.0
samples = 2
value = [0, 0, 2]

gini = 0.0
Samples = 5
Value = [5, 0, 0]

X[1] <= 0.5
gini = 0.444
samples = 3
value = [1, 2, 0]
False

gini = 0.0
samples = 1
value = [1, 0, 0]

True
gini = 0.0
samples = 1
value = [1, 0, 0]

False
gini = 0.0
samples = 2
value = [0, 2, 0]

Fig. 5. A decision tree of the thermal control subsystem.
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calculate the Gini coefficient when A 6 a.
In the real-time detection phase, we use the trained decision
tree to determine whether an aperiodic message conforms to
its expected behavior. If yes, the aperiodic message is normal.
E. Complete process of our detection method
As shown in Fig. 6, the process of our detection method has
two phases. In the preparation phase, through analyzing the
historical bus log, the period message sequence are extracted,
and decision trees of each subsystem are built. In the real-time
detection phase, a message from the bus traffic is compared
with the extracted sequence. If the matching fails, it will
be identified as an aperiodic message temporarily. Then the
detection of aperiodic messages will start. If the detection still
fails, it is determined to be an abnormal message and an alarm
is issued. For data re-training, on the one hand, since the IES
rarely changes after deployment, periodic message sequences
and the behavior rules of subsystems also rarely change. On
the other hand, retraining is not practical because it is difficult
to evaluate the ground truth.
IV. E XPERIMENTS AND C OMPARISON
We implemented a simulation system combining hardware
and software to evaluate our proposed detection method.
We also re-implemented a baseline comparison scheme and
demonstrate that our method has better performance.

A. Simulation System with a real 1553B bus
Our software-and-hardware combined simulation method
realizes the terminals through programming, and the communication data between the terminals is using a real 1553B
bus [17]. This approach not only ensures that the system
retains the hardware characteristics of the real bus, but
also makes the simulation system more flexible and can meet
different experimental needs.
We implemented the simulation system based on the AltaView board. The AltaView board encapsulates the 1553B
bus and its underlying protocol, while providing users with
interfaces. The hardware part has three main components,
including the 1553B bus, the coupler and the dual channel.
The dual channel is used to communicate. In our simulation
system, one channel for the normal system communication,
the other channel transmits attack data. The coupler is used to
connect the two channels, so that the attacker can connect in.
For the test set, we constructed a malicious adversary (as
a RT) in the simulation system, but it also has permissions
for BC and BM. That is, it has the highest authority to
initiate communication arbitrarily and falsify data packets
for attack. We implemented DoS attacks, forgery attacks,
tampering attacks, and replay attacks. The specific implementation manners are as follows: each time a DoS attack is
initiated, we randomly selected a message to send continuously
without leaving the interval between messages, occupying the
bus bandwidth so that the bus cannot work normally. For
forgery attacks, we intercepted bus messages or generated new
messages conforming to the 1553B bus protocol, and sent them
in a period of 80ms. The tampering attack is to modify control
commands in remote control packets, and send it in a cycle
of 100ms. The replay attack replays the previous messages
with a period of 80ms. Our test set contains multiple attacks
of each type.
B. Experiments on the simulation system
1) Preprocessing data: The BM module is available independently from the AltaView board. Fig. 7 shows the raw
data we collected by the BM, where the data words are too
long to be fully displayed. We used the normal bus traffic to
generate the command word sequences and build the behavior
specification trees. There are 12,217 periodic messages and
446 aperiodic messages in the training set. They are all normal
data. For the test set, it contains a total of 153,865 items,
wherein 110,523 are normal periodic messages, 3,776 normal
aperiodic messages, 33,422 DoS attacks, 2,423 forgery attacks,
1268 tampering attacks, and 2,453 replay attacks.
2) Extracting features:

TABLE II
F EATURES OF PERIODIC MESSAGES .
Index
0
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Command Terminal Mode
word
address code
0x0C25
1
1
0x1425
2
1
0x1C2A
3
1
0x1C45
3
2
0x2425
4
1
0x2C4A
5
2
0x0841
1
2
0x1041
2
2
0x1866
3
3
0x2043
4
2
0x2865
5
3

Channel
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

Send/ Num- Time
Recive ber
period
1
5
100
1
5
100
1
10
200
1
5
100
1
5
100
1
10
100
0
1
0
1
0
6
0
3
0
5
-

TABLE III
F EATURES OF APERIODIC MESSAGES .
Index
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11

Terminal
address
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Application
No.
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

Data3
0x10
0x12
0x14
0x17
0x19
0x20
0x21
0x18
0x17
0x21
0x19

Heater
state
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
1
0
0
1

Remote
command
0
0
0
0
0
0xF2
0
0xF1
0
0xF2
0xF1

a) For periodic messages: In order to reduce the storage
overhead, our proposed method combines the characteristics of
1553B bus communication, extracts only the command words
as the detection data. Now we need to extract the required
features from these raw data. The 4-tuple feature (terminal
address, sub-address/mode code, send/receive, number of data
words) is extracted from the command word. The minimum
time interval features are extracted by the T imeHigh and
T imeLow fields. The channel A or B features are extracted
through channel information. The final features of experimental data are shown in Table. II.
b) For aperiodic messages: Whether aperiodic messages
are abnormal is predicted by analyzing packets of the application layer. To be specific, we need to extract the characteristics
of the telemetry data packets and generate labels for remote
command packets individually, which constitute a training
set for the aperiodic message detection method. And finally
the training set is obtained. Taking the “temperature control”
application of the thermal control subsystem as an example,
the data pre-processing results are shown in Table. III.
C. Performance indicators for detection scheme

Fig. 7. Raw data collected from the simulation system (partial).

The performance indicators for evaluating our proposed
intrusion detection method are accuracy rate (AR), detection
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90.0
80.0
70.0
60.0
50.0
40.0
30.0
20.0
10.0
0.0

98.4

91.9

95.0
81.6

18.4

14.0
5.0

1.3
AR
DR
Method proposed in this paper

FPR
FNR
Method proposed by Stan

Fig. 8. Efficiency comparison between the two methods.

rate (DR), false positives rate (FPR), and false negatives
rate (FNR). AR indicates that the anomaly detection method
classifies the data correctly. DR indicates that the detected
attack behaviors accounts for the percentage of the total
number of attack behavior samples. High DR means that the
method can detect more attacks. FPR indicates the percentage
of the normal behaviors among the detected attacks and FNR
indicates the percentage of the attacks among the detected
normal behaviors.
D. Results and comparison
1) Comparison: Our baseline method is the work reported
by Stan et al. [5]. They also process periodic messages and
aperiodic messages separately, but both their algorithms are
based on the Markov model.
We implemented these two schemes on the above simulation
platform and used the same data set for comparison. The data
set has 153,865 messages. As shown in Fig. 8, our method is
more efficient than the method of Stan et al., with 98.4% of
AR, 95.0% of DR, 1.3% of FPR and 5.0% of FNR. Because
the collected data is not enough to eliminate uncertainty, their
method cannot judge certain ambiguous messages, and can
only treat them as normal traffic, which leads to a low DR.
Moreover, due to the limitations of the Markov model, the FPR
and FNR of their scheme are both relatively high. But in the
same experimental environment, our method addresses these
problems through strict sequence comparison and decision
tree detection, which greatly reduces FPR and FNR, and also
improves AR and DR.
2) Discussion: The detection efficiency for different attacks
is shown in Table. IV.
TABLE IV
T HE DETECTION RESULTS OF DIFFERENT ATTACKS .
Attack type
DoS attacks
Forgery attacks
Tampering attacks
Replay attacks

AR (%)
98.3
98.7
98.6
98.4

DR (%)
95.1
96.0
95.7
92.1

FPR (%)
0.7
5.5
5.7
3.6

FNR (%)
4.9
4.0
4.3
7.9

For DoS attacks, because the attack messages are sent in
large quantities within a short period of time, they can be
easily identified as intruding traffic through the time signature
field in the periodic message detection module. Forgery attacks
are often difficult to meet the expected value of the message
sequence specification or decision tree, so AR and DR are
high, while FPR and FNR are low. Detection of tampering
attacks also performed well. A tampering attack is usually sent
as an aperiodic message, and the attack succeeds if and only
if the system is in a state that can trigger this message. This
is why our method can effectively detect tampering attacks.
Replay attacks can also be effectively detected in most
cases. The replay of periodic messages violates the message
sequence specification and decision trees. However, when
replaying aperiodic messages, because the system is in a
certain state to trigger aperiodic messages, it may conform
to a decision tree, and therefore the FNR in our experiment is
higher than other attacks.
V. R ELATED WORKS
Stan et al. [5] reported an attack on MIL-STD-1553B
bus, and proposed a method based on Markov model to
detect attacks (already described in the previous section). In
contrast to the manual analysis by McGraw et al., Stan et
al. used a hardware and software combination test platform
composed of the actual 1553 communication bus to perform
bus attacks instead of manipulating data by exploiting various
vulnerabilities in the protocol. However, the attack model
established is very simple, which can only produce different
attack effects by forgery of command words.
Losier et al. [18] proposed an intrusion detection scheme
based on temporal features. In their work, RT response time,
interval time between messages, periodic time, etc., are used
as the judgment basis for intrusion. The intrusion detection
scheme has been proved to be effective and feasible through
experiments, but their method relies too much on temporal
characteristics and ignores other characteristic information of
messages, hence not good enough in accuracy.
He et al. [19] researched the security vulnerabilities of
1553B again, and analyzed various types of attacks, such as
tampering attacks and DoS attacks, from the perspective of
confidentiality, integrity and availability. The vulnerability of
1553B bus was demonstrated by simulation experiments. The
authors introduced a more rigorous and detailed attack model,
so as to require future researchers to provide solutions that
can properly handle these attacks.
Another area of relevance to our work is the research
on CAN bus security [20], [21]. CAN bus is a vehicle bus
standard designed to enable micro-controllers and devices to
communicate with each others’ applications based on messages. Different types of attacks have proven that the bus lacks
effective security mechanisms. Therefore, many researchers
have proposed effective intrusion detection schemes. Song et
al. [22] proposed a lightweight intrusion detection scheme that
uses message intervals as the main feature. Kang et al. [23]

proposed the use of deep neural networks to improve the detection rate. In addition, some other research conducted intrusion
detection by means of CAN bus message sequence [24] or
construction of gradient boosting decision tree [25]. While
the CAN bus and 1553B bus share some similarities, there are
still many differences in protocol and physical hardware [26]–
[28]. The most important one is that the 1553B protocol is
more restrictive than the CAN bus protocol. The 1553B bus
system must conform to the command response mechanism
and communicate with terminals by the polling mechanism.
From this perspective, the CAN bus is more powerful than
the 1553B bus. Therefore, the existing CAN bus intrusion
detection schemes cannot be applied to the 1553B bus directly.
VI. C ONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper has proposed a method based on the message
sequence and behavior rules to detect possible attacks in
IESs. For periodic messages, we have used a smart method
to extract the command word sequence for detection. For
aperiodic messages, decision trees are constructed to predict
system behavior. By comparing with with the previous work,
we have demonstrated that our proposed method has better accuracy and detection rate, and the false positives and
false negatives also remain low. This method is suitable for
resource-constrained systems based on bus communication.
In our future work, we plan to deploy a specific application
scenario of an IES (such as armored vehicles) to build a fully
functional simulation test platform, to further analyze the cost
of the proposed detection method in terms of memory and
computing load. Then, according to the specific deployment
environment and experimental results, we may optimize the
method to more comprehensively protect the system based on
bus communication.
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